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A R T I C L E  I N F O

Within the scope of this research, the chronic effects of ammonium nitrate, which is the most widely used fertilizer worldwide, on the tadpoles of Marsh Frog (Pelophylax ridibundus), the Iranian Long-Legged Frog (Rana macrocnemis), the Caucasian Parsley Frog (Pelodytes caucasicus) and the Variable Green Toad (Bufoves variabilis) were examined. To assess the chronic effects of the fertilizer, the tadpoles of all the species were exposed to 0.5, 10, 15, 20, 25 mg/L concentrations in same conditions. The chronic concentrations were applied from the 25th developmental stage to the 42nd developmental stage. It was defined at the end of the experiments that although there were some variability between different populations of the same species or between different species in the observed effects, chronic levels of ammonium nitrate caused decreased growth rate, prolonging in time to complete metamorphosis, increased abnormalities, and mortality in general. Among the 4 amphibian species, the Variable Green Toad was the most damaged one in terms of growth reduction (on average 31-41 %), abnormality rates (on average 50-75 %), prolonged time to complete metamorphose (14-21 days on average) and mortality rates (%54-100). The most adaptive species and the least damaged one was an Iranian long-legged frog for growth reduction (on average 0-15 %), prolonged time to complete metamorphose (7-9 days on average), and mortality rates (%9-15). All the harmful effects of chronic fertilizer levels caused by agricultural activities in the region had very important for examined species in our researches and it can be said that important environmental and biodiversity problems may occur if certain precautions are not taken regarding the use of the fertilizers and if the attitudes of the farmers on this issue cannot be changed.

Introduction

Ecosystems are rapidly and globally changing worldwide because of exploitation of the environment by human beings (MEA, 2005; Sage, 2020). It was thought that the exploitation activities will increase in the future (Pereira et al., 2010). Some results of these activities are the concomitant climate change, emissions of greenhouse effect gases and, biological invasions, modifications of land use inducing habitat fragmentation and loss, and deposition of nitrogen (Sala et al., 2000). Nowadays, the land surface of the Earth (approximately 53%) have been profoundly changed and modified because of increased human population, the profound need for food and agricultural applications (Hooke et al., 2012; Devine and Furlong, 2007). Eventually, the most serious activity of humans is agricultural expansion resulting in “habitat loss” and damaging amphibian populations while considering amphibian population decrease (Gallant et al., 2007; Cordier et al., 2021). Agriculture and agricultural applications are the main reasons for natural ecosystem loss and/or fragmentation (Powell and Lenton, 2013; Hana’cek and Rodriguez-Labajos, 2018). Although the agricultural applications can show different characteristics (Waldner et al., 2016), agricultural ecosystems symbolize a main in land use as mentioned above for a source of greenhouse gases, a reservoir of invasive species and a considerable nitrogenous fertilizer input (Miller et al., 2006; Gupta and Khosla, 2012; P’andi et al., 2014; Olivares et al., 2013). Some taxa are more sensitive to agricultural stressors than others (Foden et al., 2008). Among vertebrates, amphibian populations are globally
under significant threat (Collins and Crump, 2009), possibly related to the mentioned phenomenon (Sodhi et al., 2008; Whitfield et al. 2017). Besides, the assessment of global amphibian indicated that amphibians was the most threatened organisms among the vertebrate classes with the rate of 41% because of agriculture (IUCN 2021; Harfoot et al., 2021). IUCN (2021) reported that approximately 37 amphibian species have gone globally extinct and many of them were endemic to those particular regions they were found in and 663 species are considered “Critically Endangered”, 1060 are “Endangered”, 721 are “Vulnerable”, and 421 are “Near Threatened” (IUCN 2021). According to the report, approximately the 40% of the 7178 observed species are decreasing in population size showing that more species will become extinct and/or enter higher Red List categories in the future (Beebee and Griffiths 2005, Sodhi et al. 2008). Amphibian populations are frequently endangered by barriers to connectivity and alien competitors, pathogens, predators, and thermal shifts. (Cushman, 2006; Shuman-Goodier et al., 2017; Pounds et al., 2006); Falaschi et al., 2020; Alford et al., 2007). To be susceptible to contamination because of their semi-permeable skins is another disadvantage of amphibians (Egea-Serrano et al., 2012; Slaby et al., 2019). The other major threatening factors on amphibian populations are fertilizers and other agrochemicals such as nitrogenous compounds (Krishnamurthy and Smith, 2010; 2011; Trudeau et al., 2020; Van Meter et al., 2019; Marco and Ortiz-Santaliestra, 2009; Baker et al., 2013). If inorganic nitrogen is found at ahigh level in the environment, it may behave as a toxicant and affects the growth and reproduction of mollusks (Alonso and Camargo, 2013; Simplicio et al., 2017), crustaceans (Soucek and Dickinson, 2016), insects (Camargo et al., 2005), amphibians (Marco and Ortiz-Santaliestra, 2009), and fishes (Simplicio et al., 2017; Davidson et al., 2014; McGurk et al., 2006), crustaceans, insects, amphibians, and fishes. Among them, amphibians are the most threatened class of vertebrates. In other words, the extinction rate of amphibians has exceeded the historic background extinction rate at least by 200 folds in recent decades (Roelants et al. 2007). Nitrogenous compounds damage both the larval and terrestrial stages of amphibian (Marco et al., 2001; Griffis-Kyle, 2007; Daam et al., 2020). However, amphibian larvae cannot escape from the waterbodies they inhabit, and thus they cannot avoid from contamination (Marco et al., 2001). There have been many studies that reported nitrogenous compounds can directly impair tadpole growth and development modify activity levels and lead to decreased survivorship (Karaoğlu et al., 2010; Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2012; Ilha and Schiesari, 2014; Egea-Serrano et al., 2011; Garcia-Muñoz et al., 2011a).

Notable, damaged antipredator attitude is a well-documented harmful secondary effect of nitrogenous compounds on amphibian tadpoles (Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2010; Sievers et al., 2018), which could indirectly mediate decreased survivorship (Burgett et al., 2007; Ilha and Schiesari, 2014).

This signifies, some amphibians do thrive in agricultural puddles (Knutson et al., 2004). This is due to tremendous interspecific variation presents among amphibians in sensitivity to nitrogenous compounds (Daam et al., 2020; Garcia-Muñoz et al., 2011b; Griffis-Kyle and Ritchie, 2007; Ortiz et al., 2004; Ortiz-Santaliestra et al., 2006). Furthermore, nitrogenous compounds can be appeared as selective forces capable of developing the improvement of tolerance (Miaud and Merí’a, 2001). Furthermore, subtraction of groundwater and the foundation of dams, feeding channels and weirs have, in the case of some amphibian species, accidentally supplied breeding habitat where otherwise habitat has been wrecked in agroecosystems and in the lack of less moving predators (i.e., fish) these amphibians insist in the agricultural ecosystems (Knutson et al., 2004; Herzon and Helenius, 2008). Accordingly, geographical divergence in tolerance to nitrogenous compounds has been detected even at the intraspecific level (Shinn et al., 2008), oftentimes as a possible consequence of the differential selective pressures imposed by disparate degrees of exposure (Egea-Serrano et al., 2009; Karaoğlu et al., 2010).

Additionally, the effects observed vary according to the nitrogenous compound or the combination of them in question, typically increasing with their concentration (Egea-Serrano et al., 2009, 2011; Egea-Serrano and Tejedo, 2014; Daam et al., 2020). Among these compounds, ammonium may pose a particularly relevant environmental problem in agricultural ecosystems, where it is often particularly common among nitrogenous compounds (Olivares et al., 2013). Ammonium is constantly the dominant nitrogenous compound even in nearby water bodies, following fertilizer leaching (Amano et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2021). Although not without exceptions (Daam et al., 2020), ammonium often exhibits the greatest effects among nitrogenous compounds on traits such as survival, food consumption and growth rate of amphibian larvae (Egea-Serrano et al., 2009; Ilha and Schiesari, 2014; Bellezi et al., 2015; Garriga et al., 2017). Indeed, Rana sylvatica tadpoles exposed to nitrate and nitrite do not experience increased mortality (Smith, 2007), whereas those affected by ammonium do (Burgett et al., 2007). Likewise, ammonium has greater effects than nitrite and nitrate on some aspects of the ecology of Pelophylax perezi tadpoles, such as heightened activity and food consumption rates, which however results in smaller body size and greater mortality (Egea-Serrano et al., 2009, 2011).

Inorganic nitrogen can have noteworthy physiological effects on amphibians. Nitrate and nitrite have immunosuppressive effects (Camargo and Alonso, 2006), favor the formation of mutagenic and carcinogenic secondary compounds (Nugent et al., 2001), and are speculated to act as endocrine disruptors influencing thyroid function and hormonal balance (Guillette and Edwards, 2005). Nitrite, on top of it, oxidizes hemoglobin into metahemoglobin, a form incapable of transporting oxygen (Huey and Beitinger, 1980), and can affect osmoregulation, neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and heart and mitochondrial function (Camargo and Alonso, 2006). In turn, the ion ammonium is capable of decreasing the internal body concentrations of sodium to fatal levels (Russo, 1985).

As well as direct mortality, these physiological changes have been shown to drive to sublethal effects on individual growth, development, and attitude that could indirectly convert into reduced population vitality (Marco and Ortiz-
Santaliestra, 2009). Slower growth makes tadpoles more sensitive to desiccation and predation because they remain in the aquatic environment for longer periods of time and at susceptible sizes for gape-limited predators (Newman and Dunham, 1994; Wilbur, 1997). But sometimes in some desiccating wetlands, tadpoles respond to pond desiccation via “stress-morphing” and they accelerate the process of their metamorphosis to avoid death (Ruso et al., 2021). However, this acceleration may have negative consequences for immune system function (Gervasi and Foufopoulos, 2008) and mass at metamorphosis of tadpoles (Denver et al. 1998; Gomez-Mestre et al. 2013). Predation risk is also increased because smaller individuals have reduced locomotor capacity (Goater et al., 1993; Beck and Congdon 2000). So, tadpole growth and development are crucial for the individual’s survival and fecundity as an adult (Todd et al. 2011). Slower growth may also reduce future reproductive success because slow growing tadpoles tend to metamorphose at smaller sizes, and smaller metamorphs tend to become smaller adults with lower fecundity and mating success (Smith, 1987; Berven, 1990). In the same way, behavioral fluctuations such as activity rates may be of relevance because activity mediates the tradeoff between foraging and predator avoidance (Werner and Anholt, 1993) and influences the competitive abilities of tadpoles (Semlitsch, 1993; Dayton and Fitzgerald, 2001). Repetitive recruitment failure, either as failure to metamorphose or failure to breed, could result in local population declines or extinctions if conditions are adequately severe (Donald et al. 2011).

Amphibians are unique living beings with extraordinary characteristics that serve people and the environment they live in, although the efficacy are often unknown. As indicator species, the sensitivity of amphibian communities to deteriorating environmental health can be greater than that of the most advanced human-engineered monitoring devices and chemical analyses. (Şişman et al., 2021). Also, they are preferred by scientists as model organism to enlighten the physiology of many different groups of living and human being and they are excellent model organisms for both research and teaching (Wünschmann et al., 2017). Furthermore, by investigating and understanding of their tissue regeneration mechanism, treatments could be developed for humans to heal strokes and spinal cord, eye, brain damage (Brookes and Kumar 2008). Furthermore, amphibians have some skin secretions that act as poison, analgesic, antibiotic agents (Won et al., 2009). Some other secretions inhibit the growth of cancer cells, act as anticancer, antibacterial, antiviral and antifungal agents (Govender et al., 2012). Also, while amphibians are natural predators and controller for invertebrates such as insects and important plant pests such as potato beetles, mole crickets, grasshoppers, and young snails (Attademo et al., 2005-2007; García-Padrón, 2021), they are prey and food for many predator vertebrates in the food chain (Dodd and Barichivich 2007). Thus, they are essential living beings that protect the natural balance of ecosystems. When they disappeared from an ecosystem, they alter many dynamics related to both producers and consumers in the ecosystems they live in (Dodd and Barichivich 2007).

For the current research, we selected 4 amphibian species that are distributed in the Eastern Black Sea Region and stand out with their different characteristics. Chronic effects investigated for the environmentally relevant concentration of ammonium nitrate fertilizer on Marsh Frog (an edible frog that active all-day time), Iranian Long-Legged Frog (a frog that active all day time), Caucasian Parsley Frog (an endemic and nocturnal frog) and Variable Green Toad (a nocturnal toad). Despite the different characteristics, their common point was that, according to the IUCN data, among the different factors threatening each of them, there was the agricultural pollution factor observed at the regional level in some distribution areas.

The Eastern Black Sea Region is the region with the highest rainfall in Turkey and one of the 26 main basins in the country (Eastern Black Sea Basin). Compared to the rich surface water potential supported by small glacial lakes and many small or large rivers, at the underground, groundwater resource potential is weaker due to its extremely sloping topography and geological structure of volcanic rock. There are many aquaculture farms on the rivers within the basin (Öziş et al., 1997; Ak et al., 2008). In addition, in the region, especially around Rize and Trabzon province, tea and hazelnut cultivation is the most intense and agricultural lands are spread over large areas. The farmers in the region, with the logic that the more fertilizers are applied the higher yield will be achieved, are applied approximately 2 or 3 times more fertilizer the values recommended by official agricultural organizations (60-70 kg / ha) and the fertilizer applications continuously overlap with precipitation. It is thought that these factors negatively affect the freshwater ecosystems close to this agricultural geography and the main reason triggering nitrogen pollution in the ecosystems originates from existing errors in fertilization applications (Yüksek et al., 2013; Ödün, 2013). According to the results of a study conducted in Fırtına Valley, it was determined that 28-40 % of the applied fertilizers in the region were washed away and leached to water resources, thus caused the pollution of water resources. This confirms the above-mentioned estimates.

In direction with all the reasons above, while current research was being planned, it was aimed to contribute to the protection of biodiversity and amphibians by determining the threshold nitrogen concentrations caused by agricultural activities carried out in the Eastern Black Sea Region which had negative effects on each frog species investigated, and obtaining clues about the future of these species for taking possible required precautions.

Materials and Methods

The Study Sites and Species

Due to the field studies carried out in previous years, the breeding habitats of the selected species were known. According to the results of the water pollution analysis made by DR9000-Hach spectrophotometer, the sampling areas were finalized for obtaining the egg clutches. For all species, two habitats selected with the greatest difference in the nitrogen content (Johansson et al. 2001). Water samples were continued to be collected biweekly throughout the breeding season of the species and analyzed for nitrate, nitrite and ammonium by using the spectrophotometer and the cell kits.
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Marsh frog *Pelophylax ridibundus* eggs were collected from the ponds near the Söğütlü River representing the polluted zone and collected from the other ponds near the Değirmendere River representing the natural zone. The Söğütlü River Ponds (41°00’18”N, 39°37’46”E), having maximum depth and maximum diameter respectively of 0.4 m and 2.4 m, is located in an area of intensive agricultural activities. The Değirmendere Ponds (40°59’45”N, 39°46’1 8”E) were a natural small pond with maximum depth and maximum diameter respectively of 0.5 m and 2.7 m. In its surrounding area, agricultural activity is weak. This pond has naturally lower nitrogen content when compared the Söğütlü pond.

Breeding habitats of Iranian Long-legged frog *Rana macrocnemis* located in Akçaabat (Adacık village) and Uzungöl. We chose Uzungöl ponds (40°37’04”N, 40°17’53”E) as the natural habitat. They were some shallow temporary spring ponds located near the hillipad and their nitrogen contents were highly low despite the tourism activities surrounding them. Maximum depth of the ponds was 0.26 m and the maximum diameter was 4.1 m. The agricultural habitat of the Iranian long-legged frog was in Akçaabat (Adacık village 41°00’43”N, 39°33’48”E) river ponds. The maximum depth and diameter of the ponds were respectively 0.7 m and 3.6 m. The ponds were located in some agricultural fields near the Adacık ponds and there were several small ruminant herds surrounded the ponds as possible nitrogen pollution resources. Thus, nitrogen contents of the Adacık ponds were quite high (e.g., 84 mg/L nitrat) compared to all other habitats.

Egg clutches of Caucasian parsley frog *Pelodytes caucasicus* were taken in Hidirnebi (40°57’27.83”N, 39°26’1.27”E), representing the agricultural habitat, consists of some ponds spread over a wide area, located near a large artificial pond. Some of the ponds that the eggs obtained were temporary, shallow and small ponds formed by rain water on the roadside, but the others were larger ponds with a depth of 1-2 meters and a diameter of 3-5 meters, surrounded by various herbaceous plants. Also, there was an artificial trout aquaculture farm near the study area. As the natural area for the Caucasian parsley frog eggs, we chose Uzungöl habitat (40°36’ 44.33” N, 40°18’42.53”E) located in the backyard of a small motel that isolated from crowded touristic area of Uzungöl. The sampling area were two interconnected ponds located in a large garden covered with grass and some herbaceous plants. While the depth of these ponds was approximately 2 meters, they were about 9 meters in length and 5 meters in diameter. Inside the one of the sampling ponds, there were reeds while inside of the other there some herbaceous plants. The egg clutches of Caucasian parsley frog in both sampling areas of Hidirnebi and Uzungöl, were clinging to the plants at the edges of the ponds.

Variable green toad *Bufotes variabilis* egg strings were collected from Artvin (Seyitler Village 41°11’42”N, 41°50’44”E) representing natural habitat and from Akçaabat (Adacık Village 41°01’13”N, 39°34’39”E) representing polluted one. Adacık habitat was the same agricultural area for both Iranian long-legged frog and Variable green toad. However, Variable green toad was generally distributed in the northern parts and shallow ponds of the stream, while Iranian long-legged frog was generally distributed in the more isolated southern parts and deeper ponds of the stream. Artvin (Seyitler village) habitat of the Variable green toad was consist highly shallow temporary ponds with maximum depth and maximum diameter respectively of 0.31 m and 2.9 m in a muddy area. Because agricultural activities were weak around the habitat, Seyitler ponds included highly low nitrogen concentrations. For all selected species, surrounding of the egg sampling ponds covered with some herbaceous plant sometimes including shrubs except for the natural zones of Variable green toad and Iranian long-legged frog. These habitats were located in muddy area as in temporary and highly shallow ponds and surrounding of the ponds not covered with plant. Habitat characteristics are also summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Some pollution parameter values and some other characteristic of freshwater habitats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Habitat</th>
<th>Marsh Frog</th>
<th>Iranian Long-Legged Frog</th>
<th>Caucasian Parsley Frog</th>
<th>Variable Green Frog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Değirmendere 8.31</td>
<td>Söğütlü 8.21</td>
<td>Uzungöl 7.67</td>
<td>Adacık 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Temperature</td>
<td>20-21°C</td>
<td>20-21°C</td>
<td>15-17°C</td>
<td>19-20°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>14 m</td>
<td>9 m</td>
<td>1138 m</td>
<td>68 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrite</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium</td>
<td>&lt; 2.6</td>
<td>&lt; 2.6</td>
<td>&lt; 2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Species Chosen for Investigate**

**Marsh Frog (Pelophylax ridibundus):** Among the four species, it is the one with the widest distribution in the world and in Turkey. It is also the only species whose population status is “increasing”. protection status, in terms of the IUCN Red List, it is in the “Least Concern” groups. Being an edible frog and being traded for human food, some local populations are endangered. Furthermore, some other local population negatively affects agricultural or industrial pollution (IUCN, 2021).

**Iranian Long-Legged Frog (Rana macrocnemis)** Although its distribution area in the world is not very wide, it has a wide distribution especially in the northern half of Turkey.

Its conservation status in the IUCN list is “Least Concern”. And its population status is decreasing. Livestock grazing and habitat loss due to agriculture are among its threats for some of their local populations (IUCN, 2021).
Caucasian Parsley Frog (Pelodytes caucasicus): For our research, it is important that it is an endemic species to the Caucasus in the world and the Eastern Black Sea region in Turkey. In addition, the fact that it is in the “Near Threatened” species group among the IUCN Red List groups is another reason that requires careful monitoring of this species (IUCN, 2021).

Variable Green Toad (Bufo var. variabilis): Although its distribution in the world is not very wide, in Turkey it distributes all over the country. Agricultural expansion and pollution are among possible threats in the species while the threatening factors are not known exactly. Its conservation status in the IUCN list is “Least Concern”.

Tadpole Raising
From each habitat belonging the four species, 5 to 7 different egg clutches were collected by netting or hand. Then collected eggs transferred to the laboratory. The eggs were allowed to hatch in laboratory and the tadpoles were allowed to develop until they reached developmental stage 25 (G25), when external gills completely absorbed (Gosner 1960), in containers filled with reconstituted soft water (RSW) that was made from distilled water and NaHCO3 (48 ma), CaSO4.2 H2O (30 mg/L), MgSO4.7 H2O (61 mg/L), and KC1 (2 mg). In experiments, a pool of tadpoles from the collected clutches was used.

Chronic Exposure
Within the scope of the current research, it investigated even if there was any interspecific or intraspecific variation in two populations of four species in tolerating the chronic effects of ammonium nitrate fertilizer. Five replicates of six G25 tadpoles from each pond population were exposed to 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mg/L NH4NO3 until the tadpoles reach to the G42 developmental stage. Experimental concentrations were selected according to the nitrate levels fluctuating in the habitats where the eggs were collected. As recommended in the researches of Johansson et al. (2001) and Hecnar (1995), all selected G25 tadpoles were in similar size and had no abnormalities. This was achieved by weighing each tadpole one by one, taking them into labeled individual containers, and distributing the weighed tadpoles to obtain equal weight averages in all groups with the help of the excel program. So, in the initial weight of the tadpoles did not differ among the replicates or the concentrations (Kruskal Wallis test). The tadpoles were fed daily with boiled lettuce (Hecnar 1995, Marco et al. 1999).

The experiment solutions renewed every week and while the solutions were changing, the tadpoles were placed in 1 L jars filled with appropriate concentrations in order to maintain the permanency of test conditions. TRIS-buffer (10 mM) was added to all of the experiment solutions to keep pH an appropriate level at 7.5 (Johansson et al. 2001). While renewing the solutions, all experiment containers were washed with distilled water and rinsed with 70% ethanol to inhibit the growth of nitrifying bacteria and to stabilize nitrates at treatment levels (Hecnar 1995, Johansson et al. 2001).

Each experimental setup had five replicates in 5 L opaque plastic containers and each container had 3 L solution and six tadpoles. Thus, all the concentrations applied totally on 180 tadpoles (6 x 6 x 5) for each pond population. We did not check the nitrogen concentrations of the solutions, but previous studies that were performed similarly demonstrated that ammonium or nitrate concentrations did not differ significantly in one week (Hecnar 1995, Hatch and Blaustein 2000).

In the experiment, wet weights of the tadpoles were measured at the beginning and at the end of the experiment as mentioned in Johansson et al. (2001). Duration of larval development (from G25 to G42) was recorded at the end of the experiment. Dead animals were recorded and removed daily, and numbers of abnormalities such as swimming slower, reduced feeding, pigmentation loss, delayed responses, paralysis, lordosis, and edema were counted as carried out by Johansson et al. (2001). The same procedure was repeated twice a day for each container (Hecnar 1995; Johanson et al., 2001). The experiments were performed under the same conditions for all the species at 20-21 °C temperature, under natural photoperiod. All experiment solutions were prepared by using RSW explained above.

Statistical Analyses
The nonparametric Kruskal Wallis, Mann-Whitney U, and Chi-Square tests included in the SPSS 22.0 (Statistical Package for Social Science) package program were used to determine whether there was a difference between the growth rates, abnormality rates, mortality rates, and completion time of metamorphosis in the applied experiments. used. Also, Probit analysis (Finney Method [Lognormal Distribution]) included in the StatPlus package program was used to determine the concentration of ammonium nitrate to cause of kill fifty percent of the larval population (LC50 15 days).

Results
At the end of the experiments, the overall effects of chronic ammonium nitrate concentrations were reduced growth, hind limb joint deformities, delay in time to complete metamorphosis, and mortality at a certain rate, although there were some fluctuations in observed deleterious effects among different species studied or between two different populations of the same species. It was determined that these effects occur at higher levels for the clean zone populations than for the polluted one. During the experiments, it was observed that no harmful effects mentioned above did not occur for the control groups tadpoles however, the harmful effects observed in the application groups occurred at significantly higher levels (P<0.05) compared to the control group.

Decrease in Growth Rate
It was determined that the growth decreasing rate for Marsh frog (Pelophylax ridibundus) tadpoles in the application groups ranged between 16-36% (average 23%) in the polluted area, while it varied between 31-51% (average 42%) in the natural area. The rate of growth reduction was significantly higher in the clean zone compared to the other one (p=0.003). For treatment groups belonging to the natural zone, it was approximately 1.7 times higher than the polluted zone (Figure 1-C).

In the application groups of Iranian Long-Legged Frog (Rana macrocnemis) tadpoles, there was no decrease in growth for the polluted area population, while the rate of decrease in growth for the clean area population varied between 11-23% (average 15%). So, it can have said that, response of the two population to ammonium nitrate were highly different (Figure 1-B).
It was determined that the rate of growth decrease in Caucasian Parsley Frog (Pelodytes caucasicus) tadpoles varied between 0-27% (average 15%) in the polluted area, while it varied between 0-20% (mean 9%) in the clean area, and the difference between the populations was significant (P<0.05). But unexpectedly clean zone population more tolerant in growth to the fertilizer (Figure 1-A).

It was detected that the decrease in growth rate of Variable Green Toad (Bufo variegatus) tadpoles ranged between 31-41% (average 36%) in polluted area. Due to the death of all natural zone tadpoles after the first month of the experiments, difference in the growth of the two populations could not be compared (Figure 1-D).

Among the species examined, the Variable Green Toad was the most damaged species in terms of growth reduction, and the Iranian Long-Legged Frog was the least affected species.

**Hind Limb Joints Deformity Rates**

The hind limb joints deformity rates of the Marsh frog tadpoles ranged between 19-35% in the polluted area (average 25%), while it ranged between 24-65% in the natural area (average 40%), and the difference for deformity rates in the hind limb joints was found to be significant between the two populations(P<0.05) (Figure 2-C). Some hind limb samples can be seen in Figure 3.

While the hind limb joints deformity rates of the Iranian Long-Legged Frog tadpoles varied between 27-44% in the polluted area (average 38%), the rate of hind limb deformity in the clean area varied between 53-62% (average 57%), and the deformity difference between the two populations was found to be significant (P<0.05) (Figure 2-B).

It was determined that the abnormality rates in Caucasian Parsley Frog tadpoles ranged between 10-57% (average 33%) in the polluted area, while it ranged between 30-59% (average 39%) in the clean area and the difference between the populations was not significant (P>0.05). The abnormalities mentioned here are not hind leg abnormalities but others. Because Caucasian Parsley Frog tadpoles hibernate and do not metamorphose in the year they hatch. Therefore, the ratio of other abnormalities is used to provide comparison data (Figure 2-A).

It was founded that the hind limb joints deformity rates of the Variable Green Toad tadpoles ranged between 50-75% (average 52%) in the polluted area. Since all the tadpoles belong to the clean zone died after the first month of the experiments, two populations could not be compared in terms of this parameter (Figure 2-D).

Among the species we examined, the Variable Green Toad was the most damaged in terms of hind limb joint deformities, and the Mars Frog was the least affected species.

**Delay in Time to Complete Metamorphosis**

It was observed that the prolongation in the time to complete metamorphosis of Marsh frog tadpoles ranged between 3-10 days (average 7 days) in the polluted area, while it varied between 6-22 days (mean 16 days) in the clean area. It was determined that the prolongation in the time to complete metamorphosis was significantly higher in the natural region compared to the other region (p<0.05) (Figure 4-B).

While the prolongation in the time to complete metamorphosis of Iranian Long-Legged Frog tadpoles varies between 0-13 days (average 6 days) in the polluted region, it varies between 3-13 days (average 10 days) in the clean region, and the prolongation in the completion of metamorphosis was found to be significantly higher in the clean region (Figure 4-A).
Figure 2. Values of Hind Limb Deformities.
The red bars represent the values of natural habitat tadpoles and the pink bars represent the values of polluted habitat tadpoles. Each bar represents the average values. A) Pelodytes caucasicus, B) Rana macrocnemis, C) Pelophylax ridibundus, D) Bufotes variabilis

Figure 3. Samples of Different Hind Limb Joint Deformities.
A) Sample of a Healthy Tadpole, B) A Tadpole Sample has Wrist Joint Deformity, C) A Tadpole Sample has Knee Joint Deformity, D) A Metamorph has Knee Joint Deformity, E) A Tadpole Sample has Knee and Hip Joint Deformity, F) A Tadpole Sample has Knee Joint Deformity.
Because Caucasian Parsley Frog tadpoles hibernate and complete their metamorphosis in the following year summer, these tadpoles could not be evaluated in terms of this parameter.

It was found that the prolongation in time to complete metamorphosis of the Variable Green Toad tadpoles ranged from 14 to 21 days (mean 18 days) in the polluted area. Since all the tadpoles of the clean zone population died after the first month of the experiments, the two populations could not be compared in terms of this parameter.

Among the species we examined, the Variable Green Toad was the most damaged in terms of prolongation in the metamorphosis period, and the Iranian long-legged frog was determined as the least affected species (Figure 4-C).

**Mortality Rates**

At the end of the experiment the mortality rates of the Marsh frog tadpoles ranged between 15-45% in the polluted area (average 32%), while it ranged between 45-85% in the clean area (average 66%), and the mortality rates of the clean area were found to be quite significantly high compared to the other area (P<0.05) (Figure 5-C).

The mortality rates of Iranian Long-Legged Frog tadpoles at the end of the experiment ranged between 3-27% in the polluted area (8% on average), and it ranged between 10-37% in the clean area (average 15%), and the mortality rates were found to be significantly higher in the clean area population compared to the other population(P<0.05) (Figure 5-B).

For Caucasian Parsley Frog tadpoles, mortality rates at the end of the experiment ranged between 0-33% in the polluted area (average 21%), while it ranged between 13-47% in the clean area (average 33%), and it was detected that the mortality rates in the clean area population were significantly higher in most groups (P<0.05) (Figure 5-A).

It was determined that mortality rates at the end of the experiment for the Variable Green Toad tadpoles varied between 23-77% (average 54) in the polluted area. It was observed that the difference between the two populations was very important in terms of this parameter, since all the clean zone tadpoles died after the first month of the experiments, and the mortality rate in this population was 100% in all treatment groups (P<0.05) (Figure 5-D).

**Discussion**

The findings of a meta-analysis of studies investigating the effects of nitrate on amphibians and fish found that exposure to nitrate reduced survival by 62%, growth 29%, activity 79%, and increased developmental abnormalities by 184%. It also determined that amphibians negatively affect all developmental stages, but show the negative effects most intensely on tadpoles and juveniles. However, adults have reported reduced fertility when exposed to nitrates (Gomez Isaza et al., 2020). The results similar to these findings were confirmed by many studies, including the current study. Therefore, based on all this information, it can be deduced that nitrate compounds are a factor that negatively affects biodiversity, animal health, and the environment in many ways, and it is essential for the world’s biodiversity and biotic or abiotic health that they are carefully monitored in nature and their use is strictly regulated.

In the current research, exposure to chronic levels of ammonium nitrate demonstrated significant adverse effects on growth, hind limb health, completing time to metamorphosis for all amphibian species investigated. Furthermore, certain mortality rates were observed in all species studied. If we consider these parameters one by one, we can mention the following results.

The tadpoles of all examined species exhibited a certain reduction in growth. Among the 4 species only Iranian long-legged frogs demonstrate no difference between natural and polluted populations for this parameter. In addition, the growth of the tadpoles belonging to the agricultural habitat did not decrease. But in the case of Marsh frog tadpoles, decreasing growth level reached 51% (average 42%) for population belonging the natural habitat. In a previous study with this species, it was determined that different tolerance levels to ammonium nitrate fertilizer developed in two different populations, and a significant decrease in growth was observed (Karaoglu et al., 2010).

But contrary to expectation, nitrate caused increased growth in *Bufo gargarizans* (Wang et al., 2015).
For the current study, it was determined that 10 mg/L ammonium nitrate reduced growth by an average 20% and delayed the completion of metamorphosis by average 10 days. In the case of *P. perezi*, there was no natural-agricultural population difference in growth reduction and deceleration in development, but in our study, the difference between populations was generally significant. Zambrano et al. (2022) determined that only the reduction in swimming speed was significantly greater in the natural zone population than in the agricultural one. This can be considered as evidence that the agricultural region larvae are more resistant, similar to the results of current research.

It is thought that the reason why the results of Zambrano et al. (2022) differ from ours may be that the thinning in the treatment groups after the deaths in the first week, but the increasing density in the control group may prevent growth. There are different studies showing that density also reduces growth in *Litoria spenceri* and *Litoria aurea* tadpoles (Browne et al., 2003; Gillespie 2002). Also, similar to current research, the growth rate of *Alytes obstetricans* tadpoles decreased at 23 mg/L ammonium over 14 days, but individuals recovered and even increased their growth rate after exposure to the pollutant ended (Garriga et al., 2017). In the current study, 25 mg/L ammonium nitrate caused decreasing growth by mean 27%.

The hazardous changes due to nitrogenous compounds have been shown to lead to sublethal effects on individual growth, development, and behavior that could indirectly translate into reduced population viability (Marco and Ortiz-Santaliestra, 2009). Slower growth makes tadpoles more vulnerable to desiccation and predation because they remain in the aquatic environment for longer periods of time and at vulnerable sizes for gape-limited predators (Newman and Dunham, 1994; Wilbur, 1997). Predation risk is also increased because smaller individuals have reduced locomotor capacity (Goater et al., 1993; Beck and Congdon 2000 Scott and Sloman 2004). So, tadpole growth and development are critical for the individual’s survival and fecundity as an adult (Todd et al. 2011). Slower growth may also reduce future reproductive success because slow growing larvae tend to metamorphose at smaller sizes, and smaller metamorphs tend to become smaller adults with lower fecundity and mating success (Smith, 1987; Berven, 1990). Likewise, behavioral changes such as activity rates may be of relevance because activity mediates the tradeoff between foraging and predator avoidance (Werner and Anholt, 1993) and influences the competitive abilities of tadpoles (Semlitsch, 1993; Dayton and Fitzgerald, 2001). Repetitive recruitment failure, either as failure to metamorphose or failure to breed, could result in local population declines or extinctions if conditions are sufficiently severe (Donald et al. 2011).

Chronic levels of ammonium nitrate also caused hind limb joint deformities of all the species examined. Only in the Caucasian parsley frog this parameter could not be evaluated because the tadpoles of this species hibernate and undergo metamorphosis the following year. For this reason, the rates of observed other abnormalities such as slowdown and disequilibrium in swimming and decrease in feeding were used to give an idea, albeit partially, in this species. For the other 3 species, hind limb deformities were

![Figure 5. Values of Mortality Rates.](image)

The red bars represent the values of natural habitat tadpoles and the pink bars represent the values of polluted habitat tadpoles. Each bar represents the average values. A) *Pelophytes caucasicus*, B) *Rana macrocnemis*, C) *Pelophylax ridibundus*, D) *Bufotes variabilis*.

clamitans, it was seen that ammonium nitrate stimulated growth. In the current study, it was determined that 10 mg/L ammonium nitrate reduced growth by an average 20% and delayed the completion of metamorphosis by average 10 days. In the case of *P. perezi*, there was no natural-agricultural population difference in growth reduction and deceleration in development, but in our study, the difference between populations was generally significant. Zambrano et al. (2022) determined that only the reduction in swimming speed was significantly greater in the natural zone population than in the agricultural one. This can be considered as evidence that the agricultural region larvae are more resistant, similar to the results of current research.

It is thought that the reason why the results of Zambrano et al. (2022) differ from ours may be that the thinning in the treatment groups after the deaths in the first week, but the increasing density in the control group may prevent growth. There are different studies showing that density also reduces growth in *Litoria spenceri* and *Litoria aurea* tadpoles (Browne et al., 2003; Gillespie 2002). Also, similar to current research, the growth rate of *Alytes obstetricans* tadpoles decreased at 23 mg/L ammonium over 14 days, but individuals recovered and even increased their growth rate after exposure to the pollutant ended (Garriga et al., 2017). In the current study, 25 mg/L ammonium nitrate caused decreasing growth by mean 27%.

The hazardous changes due to nitrogenous compounds have been shown to lead to sublethal effects on individual growth, development, and behavior that could indirectly translate into reduced population viability (Marco and Ortiz-Santaliestra, 2009). Slower growth makes tadpoles more vulnerable to desiccation and predation because they remain in the aquatic environment for longer periods of time and at vulnerable sizes for gape-limited predators (Newman and Dunham, 1994; Wilbur, 1997). Predation risk is also increased because smaller individuals have reduced locomotor capacity (Goater et al., 1993; Beck and Congdon 2000 Scott and Sloman 2004). So, tadpole growth and development are critical for the individual’s survival and fecundity as an adult (Todd et al. 2011). Slower growth may also reduce future reproductive success because slow growing larvae tend to metamorphose at smaller sizes, and smaller metamorphs tend to become smaller adults with lower fecundity and mating success (Smith, 1987; Berven, 1990). Likewise, behavioral changes such as activity rates may be of relevance because activity mediates the tradeoff between foraging and predator avoidance (Werner and Anholt, 1993) and influences the competitive abilities of tadpoles (Semlitsch, 1993; Dayton and Fitzgerald, 2001). Repetitive recruitment failure, either as failure to metamorphose or failure to breed, could result in local population declines or extinctions if conditions are sufficiently severe (Donald et al. 2011).

Chronic levels of ammonium nitrate also caused hind limb joint deformities of all the species examined. Only in the Caucasian parsley frog this parameter could not be evaluated because the tadpoles of this species hibernate and undergo metamorphosis the following year. For this reason, the rates of observed other abnormalities such as slowdown and disequilibrium in swimming and decrease in feeding were used to give an idea, albeit partially, in this species. For the other 3 species, hind limb deformities were
observed at a significantly higher rate in natural habitats than in agricultural habitats, reaching level of 75% in Variable Green Toad tadpoles. Although not associated with agricultural pollution, Zambrano et al (2020) found hind limb joint deformities in some tadpoles of *P. perezi*. Ammonium did not increase the hind limb abnormality compared to the clean zone. But *P. perezi* is a common sight in agrosystems (Clavero et al., 2015; Carpio et al., 2016), therefore, it may have developed an adaptation to agricultural pollution. This is probably why the proportion of limb abnormalities was the same in the two populations of *P. perezi*. It was determined that hind limb abnormalities did not increase in *Rana temporaria* when compared to the reference regions in agricultural areas (Piha et al., 2006). However, there is evidence that being close to agricultural areas increases the prevalence of limb abnormalities in some anurans (Burghela et al., 2013; Guerra and Aráoz, 2016; Hedge et al., 2019).

Since functional limbs are very important for vital activities such as movement, hunting and escaping from predators, and individuals with poor mobility skills are rapidly eliminated due to hunting or hunger due to not being able to hunt the malformed limb frequency is kept low (5%) by natural selection (Mester et al., 2015). Supporting this information, it has been proven that the chances of surviving predation attacks by fish (Teplitsky et al., 2005), turtles (Feder, 1983), dragonflies (Chovanec, 1992), snakes (Watkins, 1996) and other tadpoles (Arendt, 2009) are higher for the tadpoles which are faster swimmers than others.

In the current study, hind limb deformities varied between 25% (highly different from the natural prevalence 5%) even at 5 mg/L ammonium nitrate concentration. Therefore, it can be easily said that the cause of joint injuries at the end of the study is ammonium nitrate.

Another adverse effect of chronic concentrations of ammonium nitrate for the studied species was the prolongation of the metamorphosis time. While it could not be evaluated for the above-mentioned reason in the Caucasian parsley frog, a certain prolongation in metamorphosis times was observed in the tadpoles of all other species, and it was observed that it was significantly longer in clean habitat populations than in polluted ones. Similar to the results of the current research, 10, 50 and 100 mg/L nitrate caused elongation to complete metamorphosis of *Bufo gargarizans* tadpoles. At the end of the experiments (78th day), the percentage of metamorphosis of the tadpoles belonging 0, 10, 50 ,100 mg/L groups were 50%, 45%, 24%, 37% respectively and in the 50 and 100 mg/L groups the elongation were significantly higher than the group of control similar to the current study (Wang et al., 2015). In the current study, the duration of metamorphosis was prolonged by an average of 10 days at 10 mg/L and by an average of 14 days at 25 mg/L. This elongations were significantly higher than that of control group.

Elongation in the time to complete metamorphosis makes tadpoles more vulnerable to desiccation and predation because they remain in the aquatic environment for longer periods of time (Newman and Dunham, 1994; Wilbur, 1997). But occasionally tadpoles respond to adverse conditions such as pond desiccation or infections via “stress-morphing” and they accelerate the process of their metamorphosis to avoid death risk (Lent and Babbitt 2020; Ruso et al., 2021; Warne et al., 2011). However, in the case of exposure to ammonium nitrate, this system does not work because ammonium nitrate is a thyroid endocrine suppressor, so metamorphosis cannot be accelerated, but rather lengthens in the process (Wang et al., 2015).

The tadpoles belonging to 100 mg/L nitrate exhibited significant reduction in thyroid hormone levels (T3 and T4). Moreover, treatment with nitrate altered the regulation of mRNA levels of thyroid hormones demonstrating the disruption of thyroid endocrine. Furthermore, 100 mg/L nitrate caused in the thyroid gland follicles local colloid depletion impairing TH synthesis exhibited significant differentiation from control groups. Consequently, it can be said that nitrate can act as a chemical stressor triggering prolongation in development and metamorphosis (Wang et al., 2015).

Exposure to chronic concentrations of ammonium nitrate caused certain levels of mortality in the larvae of all species studied. In particular, the native population of the *Bufo variabilis* species showed 100% mortality in all treatment groups, including concentrations of 5 mg/L. It was thought that the mortalities could be caused by an error made in the experiment process without realizing it, although the same result was obtained 2 times when the experiments repeated second times, confirming that the situation was due to the sensitivity of the species. It was observed that the mortality cases occurred in clean habitats of all species were approximately 2 times higher than the agricultural habitats, and there was a significant difference between two habitat populations. Similar to current study findings, ammonium concentrations above 34 mg/L caused mortalities in Alytes obstetricans larvae in 14 days (Garriga et al., 2017) and *Bufo gargarizans* tadpoles at 10-50-100 mg/L nitrat in 78 days. Mortality rates of control (0), 10, 50, and 100 mg/L nitrate were 4%, 5%, 13% and 25%, respectively. And mortalities of groups exposed to 50 and 100 mg/L nitrate were significantly higher than that of control groups. In the current study mean mortality rates at 10 and 25 mg/L nitrate were 26% and 42% respectively differently from control groups.

In addition, in *P. perezi* tadpoles Zambrano et al (2022) determined that, similar to the results observed by Griffiths-Kyle and Ritchie (2007) in *Rana sylvaticus* tadpoles, ammonium increased larval mortality only in the first week (only in the early period) after hatching and remained constant in the following weeks. In our study, it was observed that the mortalities increased in parallel with the increase in time. It is thought that this difference may be due to the difference in tolerance between species. It is known that different species have different tolerance levels to ammonium nitrate (Egea-Serrano et al., 2012; Karaoglu, 2011; Karaoglu et al., 2010; Mann et al., 2009). According to Egea Serrano et al. (2009), it determined that 14 mg/L ammonium caused approximately 70% mortality in *Pelophylax perezi* tadpoles at the end of the experiment similar to our findings. In our study, when all populations were evaluated, it was observed that an average of 45% mortality occurred at 15 mg/L.

Nitrogen pollution is recognized as a strong pressure factor on amphibians, and exposure to different nitrogen pollution conditions in different geography can lead to the development of intraspecific adaptation, as evidenced by
fluctuations in observed damages among the species studied (Shinn et al., 2008; Karaoglu, 2011; Karaoglu et al., 2010).

Pristine amphibian habitats such as forests were transformed to agricultural areas and concentrated production with intensive application of fertilizers and pesticides in these areas threatens amphibians obligatory inhabiting there. It documented in the coffee plantations that, 15 amphibian species inhabit in NPK applied field, 19 amphibian species inhabit in organic fields whith no artificial chemical applied and 13 amphibian species inhabit in fields pesticide applied fields. Consequently, agrochemicals and agricultural activities affect negatively amphibian populations. (Rathod and Rathod 2013). Hegde et al (2019) and Zvelev et al (2014; 2015) reported that such polluted plantations with agrochemicals increased hepatosomatic index (HSI), gonadosomatic index (GI) and morphological abnormalities, decreased concentrations of acetycholinesterase levels. Adversely affected gonads, brains, livers and acetylcholinesterase associated with increased morphological abnormalities and altered biological functions. It caused to hinder normal growth and healthy biological functions. Therefore, these harmful effects have potential to decrease richness and abundance the amphibians.

In the light of the current research results, it was defined that although there was some variability between two different populations of same species or among four different species in the observed harmful effects, chronic levels of ammonium nitrate caused decreased growth rate, prolonging in time to complete metamorphosis, increased limb abnormalities and mortalities in general. Agricultural activities raised nitrate concentrations in polluted habitats approximately 20 and 80 mg/L. The mean detrimental effects of 20 mg/L ammonium nitrate across all populations were 19% reduction in growth, 46% hind limb abnormality, 12 days delay in metamorphosis, and 46% mortality. These are highly striking damages for the future population status and richness the amphibians studied because of the high mortality risk due to reduction growth and malformed hind limbs. Consequently, it can be said that important biodiversity loss may occur if certain precautions are not taken regarding the use of the fertilizers and if the attitudes of the farmers about false using fertilizers cannot be changed.
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